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The next few days could bring a rare piece of good news for California Republicans... and some really bad news.The next few days could bring a rare piece of good news for California Republicans... and some really bad news.

Rep. Kevin McCarthy, R-Bakerseld, speaks during a GOP election night rally in Washington.Rep. Kevin McCarthy, R-Bakerseld, speaks during a GOP election night rally in Washington.
Michael A. McCoy / Special to The ChronicleMichael A. McCoy / Special to The Chronicle
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The good news will be that one of their own — Bakersfield’s Kevin McCarthy, the top House Republican — isThe good news will be that one of their own — Bakersfield’s Kevin McCarthy, the top House Republican — is

expected to win an internal leadership vote Tuesday that could put him on the path to be speaker of the House.expected to win an internal leadership vote Tuesday that could put him on the path to be speaker of the House.

If McCarthy becomes speaker, he would be the most powerful California Republican on the national stage sinceIf McCarthy becomes speaker, he would be the most powerful California Republican on the national stage since

Ronald Reagan — and could help to revive the California Republican Party from death’s door.Ronald Reagan — and could help to revive the California Republican Party from death’s door.

He could siphon the enormous fundraising power that comes with being speaker back to California and helpHe could siphon the enormous fundraising power that comes with being speaker back to California and help

recruit top candidates to run for office here. McCarthy is good with donors, and we know what a Californiarecruit top candidates to run for office here. McCarthy is good with donors, and we know what a California

speaker can bring home: Nancy Pelosi has raised over $1.2 billion for Democrats during her time in leadership.speaker can bring home: Nancy Pelosi has raised over $1.2 billion for Democrats during her time in leadership.
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“To retire Nancy Pelosi and replace her with a Republican from California in Leader McCarthy is both exciting“To retire Nancy Pelosi and replace her with a Republican from California in Leader McCarthy is both exciting

for us as fellow California Republicans, but also exciting for the nation,” California GOP Chair Jessica Patterson,for us as fellow California Republicans, but also exciting for the nation,” California GOP Chair Jessica Patterson,

who considers McCarthy a mentor, said.who considers McCarthy a mentor, said.

But McCarthy has a potentially fatal problem — and it has to do with the big dose of bad news also comingBut McCarthy has a potentially fatal problem — and it has to do with the big dose of bad news also coming

Tuesday for California Republicans: That’s when Donald Trump is expected to announce his 2024 presidentialTuesday for California Republicans: That’s when Donald Trump is expected to announce his 2024 presidential

run.run.

They are They are forever tethered.forever tethered. The former president and the onetime moderate who Trump referred to as “my The former president and the onetime moderate who Trump referred to as “my

Kevin” are linked like an anvil to a balloon. If Trump goes down — and a growing number of conservativesKevin” are linked like an anvil to a balloon. If Trump goes down — and a growing number of conservatives

committed apostasy by publicly taking shots at him this week — then Trump takes McCarthy down with him.committed apostasy by publicly taking shots at him this week — then Trump takes McCarthy down with him.

On Friday, Trump adviser Jason Miller said McCarthy “must be much more declarative that he supportsOn Friday, Trump adviser Jason Miller said McCarthy “must be much more declarative that he supports

President Trump in 2024.”President Trump in 2024.”

Jason Miller, who is helping organize Trump's announcement next week, justJason Miller, who is helping organize Trump's announcement next week, just
said that said that @GOPLeader@GOPLeader Kevin McCarthy wants to be Speaker "he must be Kevin McCarthy wants to be Speaker "he must be
much more declarative that he supports President Trump" in .much more declarative that he supports President Trump" in .
https://t.co/WqrsZvAdWhttps://t.co/WqrsZvAdW
— Jonathan Karl (@jonkarl) — Jonathan Karl (@jonkarl) November 11, 2022November 11, 2022

https://www.sfchronicle.com/politics/article/Will-Trumpism-survive-the-mob-attack-on-the-15853947.php
https://twitter.com/GOPLeader?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://t.co/W6qrsZvAdW
https://twitter.com/jonkarl/status/1591106491511369731?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw


With Republicans expected to control the House by only a few votes at best, McCarthy can’t afford to alienateWith Republicans expected to control the House by only a few votes at best, McCarthy can’t afford to alienate

Trump and House members who swear by him, said Mike Madrid, a former political director of the CaliforniaTrump and House members who swear by him, said Mike Madrid, a former political director of the California

GOP who has known McCarthy for more than 25 years.GOP who has known McCarthy for more than 25 years.

“Kevin does not have a choice anymore, except to do everything that Trump says,” said Madrid, who is a co-“Kevin does not have a choice anymore, except to do everything that Trump says,” said Madrid, who is a co-

founder of the anti-Trump Lincoln Project. “And as Trump’s fortunes decline, so does Kevin’s tenuous hold on afounder of the anti-Trump Lincoln Project. “And as Trump’s fortunes decline, so does Kevin’s tenuous hold on a

very, very thin majority.”very, very thin majority.”

Trump’s re-emergence isn’t just a dilemma for McCarthy, it’s bad news for most Republicans who want to run inTrump’s re-emergence isn’t just a dilemma for McCarthy, it’s bad news for most Republicans who want to run in

blue California and attract independent voters.blue California and attract independent voters.
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“He’s a problem,” said California Republican political strategist Tim Rosales, who has worked on four“He’s a problem,” said California Republican political strategist Tim Rosales, who has worked on four

gubernatorial campaigns. “There is no evidence you can point to that says that he is not necessarily a problemgubernatorial campaigns. “There is no evidence you can point to that says that he is not necessarily a problem

for Republicans, particularly here in California.”for Republicans, particularly here in California.”

Most Californians loathe Trump — 71% of registered voters don’t want him to run again, according to Most Californians loathe Trump — 71% of registered voters don’t want him to run again, according to a Berkeleya Berkeley

IGS pollIGS poll in August; 61% want Biden to stay home. But an increasing number of Republicans are sick of Trump, in August; 61% want Biden to stay home. But an increasing number of Republicans are sick of Trump,

too.too.

Or, to use the polite way that Republicans diss Trump, they are “looking to the future.”Or, to use the polite way that Republicans diss Trump, they are “looking to the future.”

Trump is the favorite presidential candidate of only 38% of California GOP voters, with Florida Gov. RonTrump is the favorite presidential candidate of only 38% of California GOP voters, with Florida Gov. Ron

DeSantis — who has never been on the ballot here — preferred by 27%, according to the DeSantis — who has never been on the ballot here — preferred by 27%, according to the Berkeley IGSBerkeley IGS survey. survey.
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Trump handcuffs Republican candidates in Democrat-dominated California. Either you’re with him, or you’reTrump handcuffs Republican candidates in Democrat-dominated California. Either you’re with him, or you’re

not. Just ask the GOP’s candidates for attorney general, Nathan Hochman, and state controller, Lanhee Chen.not. Just ask the GOP’s candidates for attorney general, Nathan Hochman, and state controller, Lanhee Chen.

Both are smart, more moderate Republicans who hesitated to say whether they voted for Trump for fear ofBoth are smart, more moderate Republicans who hesitated to say whether they voted for Trump for fear of

alienating the party’s Trump-loving base. (Chen alienating the party’s Trump-loving base. (Chen eventually saideventually said he didn’t vote for Trump — shortly before the he didn’t vote for Trump — shortly before the

June primary. Hochman June primary. Hochman said he didn’t back any presidential candidatesaid he didn’t back any presidential candidate — after beating Trump supporter Eric — after beating Trump supporter Eric

Early in the primary.)Early in the primary.)

“Even though they were opposed to him, it was too little, too late,” Madrid said.“Even though they were opposed to him, it was too little, too late,” Madrid said.

But Rosales said he is seeing a change.But Rosales said he is seeing a change.

“There is beginning to be a realization that the route to future success doesn’t rely on running on Donald“There is beginning to be a realization that the route to future success doesn’t rely on running on Donald

Trump’s coattails,” Rosales said.Trump’s coattails,” Rosales said.

Rosales isn’t alone. Last week, prominent quarters of the Republican establishment started dropping TrumpRosales isn’t alone. Last week, prominent quarters of the Republican establishment started dropping Trump

like a hot bag of uranium.like a hot bag of uranium.

The Wall Street Journal editorial board — representing the Brooks Bros. wing of the GOP establishment —The Wall Street Journal editorial board — representing the Brooks Bros. wing of the GOP establishment —

labeled him labeled him the midterm’s “biggest loser.”the midterm’s “biggest loser.” Between President Biden’s anemic approval rating and the high cost Between President Biden’s anemic approval rating and the high cost

of living, the GOP was primed to win the Senate if it had fielded better candidates than the ones Trump backedof living, the GOP was primed to win the Senate if it had fielded better candidates than the ones Trump backed

in winnable races in Pennsylvania and likely Arizona.in winnable races in Pennsylvania and likely Arizona.

https://calmatters.org/newsletters/whatmatters/2022/07/lanhee-chen-trump-abortion/
https://www.politico.com/newsletters/california-playbook/2022/07/06/how-trump-is-influencing-california-politics-00044187
https://www.wsj.com/articles/donald-trump-is-the-gops-biggest-loser-midterm-elections-senate-house-congress-republicans-11668034869


Other branches of Fox News czar Rupert Murdoch’s conservative media empire have been takingOther branches of Fox News czar Rupert Murdoch’s conservative media empire have been taking

unprecedented shots at Trump, too.unprecedented shots at Trump, too.
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The The New York Post headlineNew York Post headline Thursday: “Trumpty Dumpty,” with an image of the former president as the egg- Thursday: “Trumpty Dumpty,” with an image of the former president as the egg-

shaped Dumpty sitting on a brick wall. The subhead: “The Don (who couldn’t build a wall) had a great fall. Canshaped Dumpty sitting on a brick wall. The subhead: “The Don (who couldn’t build a wall) had a great fall. Can

all the GOP’s men put him back together again?”all the GOP’s men put him back together again?”

What made Trump even angrier about the Post, which he once called his “favorite newspaper,” is that it putWhat made Trump even angrier about the Post, which he once called his “favorite newspaper,” is that it put

Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis on the front page of its first post-election edition after DeSantis romped to re-Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis on the front page of its first post-election edition after DeSantis romped to re-

election. The headline: “DeFuture.”election. The headline: “DeFuture.”

Michael Strain of the conservative American Enterprise Institute think tank Michael Strain of the conservative American Enterprise Institute think tank wrote Fridaywrote Friday that “the absence of that “the absence of

the anticipated ‘red wave’ may be the moment when the party finally realizes that Trump is an the anticipated ‘red wave’ may be the moment when the party finally realizes that Trump is an electoralelectoral

liability.”liability.”
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Don’t blame the liberal media for those beatdowns (as Trump did). These calls are coming from inside theDon’t blame the liberal media for those beatdowns (as Trump did). These calls are coming from inside the

conservative house.conservative house.

Yet many California Republicans remain loyal to Trump. Like Jason Clark. He’s Bay Area regional viceYet many California Republicans remain loyal to Trump. Like Jason Clark. He’s Bay Area regional vice

chairman of the state party, overseeing 512,000 Republican voters in six counties. The real choice, Clark said, ischairman of the state party, overseeing 512,000 Republican voters in six counties. The real choice, Clark said, is

not between Trump and DeSantis, but Trump and President Biden.not between Trump and DeSantis, but Trump and President Biden.

“Most people, Democrat or Republican, will tell you that they think the country is headed in the wrong“Most people, Democrat or Republican, will tell you that they think the country is headed in the wrong

direction,” Clark told me. So when he hears people criticizing Trump, Clark tells them, “Look at the otherdirection,” Clark told me. So when he hears people criticizing Trump, Clark tells them, “Look at the other

option. Do you really want to go for that?”option. Do you really want to go for that?”

Clark shrugged off Trump mocking DeSantis.Clark shrugged off Trump mocking DeSantis.

“There’s banter and then there’s an actual feud. I don’t think there’s an actual feud there,” Clark told me.“There’s banter and then there’s an actual feud. I don’t think there’s an actual feud there,” Clark told me.

“Trump likes to tease people, you know that’s how he is. Everyone I talk to in the party says they’re both in the“Trump likes to tease people, you know that’s how he is. Everyone I talk to in the party says they’re both in the

same lane and that it’s more likely you’ll see a Trump-DeSantis ticket.”same lane and that it’s more likely you’ll see a Trump-DeSantis ticket.”

Literally at the moment Clark and I were talking, Trump Literally at the moment Clark and I were talking, Trump released a statementreleased a statement ripping DeSantis as “an average ripping DeSantis as “an average

REPUBLICAN Governor with great Public Relations” and referring to him as REPUBLICAN Governor with great Public Relations” and referring to him as “DeSanctimonious.”“DeSanctimonious.”

Which brings us back to McCarthy.Which brings us back to McCarthy.

https://www.donaldjtrump.com/news/news-cwq64vhtvz0
https://www.nationalreview.com/news/trump-claims-credit-for-desantiss-rise-doubles-down-on-desanctimonious-attack/
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To become speaker, he has to navigate the Trumpers who don’t like him, like Florida Rep. Matt Gaetz (whoTo become speaker, he has to navigate the Trumpers who don’t like him, like Florida Rep. Matt Gaetz (who

called him called him “McFailure”),“McFailure”), the conservative House Freedom Caucus, whose members don’t think he’s the conservative House Freedom Caucus, whose members don’t think he’s

conservative enough, and the more mainstream members of the party. And McCarthy is now on the warpathconservative enough, and the more mainstream members of the party. And McCarthy is now on the warpath

with the epitome of the mainstream, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. Last week, the chamber refusedwith the epitome of the mainstream, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. Last week, the chamber refused

McCarthy’s demand that it replace its leadership after the organization endorsed 23 Democrats in 2020 HouseMcCarthy’s demand that it replace its leadership after the organization endorsed 23 Democrats in 2020 House

races.races.

“It’s the job he’s always wanted and it’s probably the worst job in American politics right now,” Madrid told me.“It’s the job he’s always wanted and it’s probably the worst job in American politics right now,” Madrid told me.

The next few months are “going to be a bloodbath.”The next few months are “going to be a bloodbath.”

Joe Garofoli is The San Francisco Chronicle’s senior political writer. Email: jgarofoli@Joe Garofoli is The San Francisco Chronicle’s senior political writer. Email: jgarofoli@sfchronicle.comsfchronicle.com Twitter: Twitter:

@joegarofoli@joegarofoli
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Joe Garofoli is the San Francisco Chronicle's senior political writer, covering national and state politics. He has worked at The Chronicle since Joe Garofoli is the San Francisco Chronicle's senior political writer, covering national and state politics. He has worked at The Chronicle since 
and in Bay Area journalism since , when he left the Milwaukee Journal. He is the host of "It's All Political," The Chronicle's political podcast.and in Bay Area journalism since , when he left the Milwaukee Journal. He is the host of "It's All Political," The Chronicle's political podcast.
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He has won numerous awards and covered everything from fashion to the Jerey Dahmer serial killings to two Olympic Games to his own vasectomyHe has won numerous awards and covered everything from fashion to the Jerey Dahmer serial killings to two Olympic Games to his own vasectomy
- which he discussed on NPR's "Talk of the Nation" after being told he couldn't say the word "balls" on the air. He regularly appears on Bay Area- which he discussed on NPR's "Talk of the Nation" after being told he couldn't say the word "balls" on the air. He regularly appears on Bay Area
radio and TV talking politics and is available to entertain at bar mitzvahs and First Communions. He is a graduate of Northwestern University and aradio and TV talking politics and is available to entertain at bar mitzvahs and First Communions. He is a graduate of Northwestern University and a
proud native of Pittsburgh. Go Steelers!proud native of Pittsburgh. Go Steelers!
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BY EMILY HOEVENBY EMILY HOEVEN

Mayor Breed lays out plans to build 82,000 housing units in next 8 yearsMayor Breed lays out plans to build 82,000 housing units in next 8 years

Why YIMBYs are about to sue the daylights out of Bay Area citiesWhy YIMBYs are about to sue the daylights out of Bay Area cities
Housing advocates are about to deliver a message to the Bay Area: Comply with state housing law or face the consequences.Housing advocates are about to deliver a message to the Bay Area: Comply with state housing law or face the consequences.
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Bay Area air quality will get worse this week. Here’s the reason whyBay Area air quality will get worse this week. Here’s the reason why
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S.F. transit agency has $214 million deficit. Here’s what might happen nextS.F. transit agency has $214 million deficit. Here’s what might happen next
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S.F. to barricade street over sex work: ‘Out of control and dangerous’S.F. to barricade street over sex work: ‘Out of control and dangerous’
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